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Introductions



How come Wind Energy is 
getting so much attention?



What exactly are the main issues 
surrounding Wind Energy?

Climate Change? Fuel Prices?
Foreign oil
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The Threat of Global Warming

Are CO emissions from 
fossil fuels polluting the 
atmosphere to the point 
that the global climate is 
changing?

Have you noticed changes in 
the weather patterns where 
you are from?
Have you made a 
determination as to how you 
feel about this issue?
How did you come to your 
present understanding of 
climate change?



National Security
Our dependence on foreign oil has compelled the us to be 
more involved than we want to be with countries that 
don’t always appreciate our involvement  

Has the price of fuel 
caused you to make 
changes in your life?
What is your take on 
this issue?
Do you think that 
anything good can 
come from higher 
fuel prices?



These Socioeconomic Issues 
Makes for Strange Bedfellows

Green Conservatism: Newt Gingrich 
writes “A Contract With the Earth” and 
leads a movement for the conservation of 
our God given natural resources

Greenpeace: seeks solutions for, and 
promotes, open informed debate about 
society's environmental choices



Individuals that have traditionally been at odds with 
one another are now working toward a common goal, 

but for different reasons
T. Boone Pickens, who made billions 
on oil, proposes the “Worlds Largest 
Wind Farm”

Al Gore produces                          
“An Inconvenient Truth”                
to educate the public about the 
threat of global warming







Installed Wind Generating Capacity

Installed Wind Energy 
Capacity in the US Grew 
by 45% in 2007 to 16,818

In 2008 installed capacity 
grew by 51% to 25,410 
MW



Installed Wind Generating Capacity

In 2009 installed capacity grew by 9,453 MW, and 
increase of 37% to 34,863 MW



Students coming into programs like this one do so 
to achieve the same goal, but maybe for different 

reasons

Differences that you  can 
see?

Diverse age group
Men and women alike are 
interested in wind energy 
for careers
Ethnic diversity

Differences that you can’t 
see?

Students are not just from 
Wyoming.  Why come to 
LCCC?
Many have decided to 
change their career paths 
for different reasons
Many students already have 
higher levels of education



What is a Wind 
Turbine?

1st What is a Turbine?
A turbine is a rotary engine in which 
the kinetic energy of a moving fluid 
(air, steam, water, or hot gasses) is 
converted into mechanical energy by 
causing a bladed rotor to rotate

An engine is a mechanical device that 
produces some form of output from a 
given input.
Kinetic energy is the energy which a 
body possesses as a consequence of it's 
motion. 



Wind Turbines Extract Kinetic 
Energy from the Wind



Types of Wind Turbines
Horizontal Axis Vertical Axis



HAWT (Horizontal Axis Wind Turbine)

HAWT- main shaft is 
situated horizontally



VAWT (Vertical Axis Wind Turbine)

VAWT- main shaft is 
situated vertically



HAWT’s are Designed in Two Main 
Configurations 

Upwind: The rotor is 
oriented into the wind

Downwind: The rotor is 
oriented away from the 
wind



Generally speaking, 
Small Scale Wind 
Systems are turbines 
with a production 
capacity of 100kW or 
less
Rotor diameter of 10 m 
(32.8 ft) or less



Medium Scale Wind 
Systems are turbines with a 
production capacity of 
between 100 kW and 500 
kW
Rotor diameter of between 
10 m (23.8 ft) and 60 m (200 
ft)



Large (utility) Scale Wind 
Systems are turbines with a 
production capacity of 
greater than 500 kW
Rotor diameter of 60 m 
(200ft) and larger



Evolution of the Modern Large Scale 
Vestas Wind Turbine



Parts of a wind turbine

The foundation of the 
turbine must support 
the structure through  
high winds

Nacelle

Yaw system

Foundation

Blade

Hub

Tower



Each foundation can have up to 25 tons of steel 
re-bar and as much as 200 yards of concrete



Parts of a wind turbine

The tower consists 
of two or more 
sections which are 
assembled by bolted 
flange connections.

Nacelle

Yaw system

Foundation

Blade

Hub

Tower



The tower may be 
constructed with as 

many as four 
sections and are 

generally between 
60 m (200 ft) and 80 
m (265 ft) in height



Towers sections 
arrive on site 

with the 
internal 

components 
pre-installed 

and the 
sections are 
ready for 
erection



Parts of a wind turbine

The yaw system 
makes rotation of the 
nacelle possible.

The nacelle contains 
generator, gearbox 
and other machinery.

Nacelle

Yaw system

Foundation

Blade

Hub

Tower



Nacelles Take on 
Many Shapes



Most Nacelles Designs are 
Aerodynamically Streamlined



Some Nacelle 
Designs Are 

Not



The nacelle can weigh as much 
as 100 metric tons



The Nacelle houses the Integrated 
Systems required to convert rotational 

energy into electrical energy
These systems usually include:

Main Shaft
Gearbox
Shrink Disc
High Speed Shaft
Coupling
Slip Ring
Generator
Yaw Drive

Lubrication
Hydraulics
Transformers (in some 
models)
Electrical control systems 
and panels
Cooling Systems
Instrumentation







The Wind Turbine Drive Train

The wind turbine 
main shaft and 
gearbox assembly 
makes up the drive 
train
The drive train 
transmits torque from 
the rotor to the 
generator
The drive train is connected to base frame and generally 
suspended in place at three points 

Gear Stay Bushings

Gear Stay
Main Bearing

Base Frame



The Wind Turbine Gearbox
The mechanism that transfers mechanical 
power from the energy source to the load



Generator

A device that 
transforms mechanical 
energy into electrical 
energy



Wind Turbine Generators: 
Synchronous Generators: Used in variable speed wind 
turbines that use power electronics to synchronies the 
power produced in the generator to the power in the 
grid



Synchronous Generators utilize what’s called 
an Indirect Grid Tie

Power electronics are used to process the variable 
AC produced in the synchronous generator to 
match the 60 Hz signal on the grid



Asynchronous (induction) Generators: Used in 
constant speed wind turbines.  AC electricity 
produced is in sync with the grid, requires no 
electronic conversion system.



This type of generator is also 
known as an Induction 
Generator
Operates on the same 
principle as the squirrel-cage 
motor with one exception
The induction motor operates 
at sub-synchronous speed, the 
induction generator operates 
at super-synchronous speed

Asynchronous generators are the most commonly used 
generator type in utility scale wind turbines



Asynchronous Generators utilize 
what’s called a Direct Grid Tie
An asynchronous 
generator requires the 
stator to be magnetized 
from the grid in order to 
generate
The fact that the 
generator uses grid power 
for excitation means that 
the power produced in the 
generator is naturally grid 
compatible



HAWT Yaw System Types

Passive Yaw: yaw control system that uses 
the forces of the wind to orient the nacelle 
and rotor properly into the wind



Active Yaw: yaw 
control that uses an 
electronic signal from 
a sensor that causes 
electric motors and 
gearing to direct the 
nacelle into the wind

HAWT Yaw System Types

Yaw ring

Gear wheel

Yaw drive





Enjoying the view from topside



The Rotor

The assembly of the hub and 
the blades
The rotor diameter, in 
meters, is often used as part 
of a machines model number

Vestas V82: 82 meter rotor
Suzlon S88: 88 meter rotor
Gamesa G87: 87 meter rotor

Rotor





Each blade can weigh as much as 10 tons and 
can measure up to 50 meters (145 FT)
Blade Tip Speed @ 14 rpm – 131 mph



Blade Tip: The area of the blade furthest from the hub.

Blade Root: The area of a blade nearest to the hub. Generally the thickest 
and widest part of the blade.

Leading Edge: The region of an airfoil that first encounters the wind

Trailing Edge: Opposite the leading edge of an airfoil

Blade Length: Overall length, tip to root

Blade Cuff: Section of the root of the blade that attaches to the hub

Blade Tip Blade RootTrailing Edge

Leading Edge

Blade Length

Blade Root



Blade Construction
Weight is a primary consideration in blade design
Blades are generally a combination of fiberglass and 
wood with a steel root and cuff
Blades are generally hollow
Blades must be flexible



The Hub

The mechanical joint 
through which the 
blades and the drive 
train are connected

The rotor is 
bolted to the main 
shaft flange



Hub Internals (hydraulic pitch control)

Grease pump

Pitch cylinder

Pitch lock

Blade 
bearing

Hub 
computer

High 
pressure 
pump



Suzlon S88 
electric motor 
pitch control 
hub



Maneuvering the blades into position 
for attachment to the hub



The assembled 
rotor can weigh 
as much as 50 
metric tons.  
This one is ready 
to attach to the 
nacelle’s main 
shaft



Clipper Liberty

Enercon direct drive machine



Wind Turbine Towers



The tower of the wind 
turbine carries the nacelle 
and the rotor.
Towers for large wind 
turbines may be either 
tubular steel towers, or steel 
lattice towers.



Almost all utility scale wind turbine are installed with 
steel tubular towers

These towers are 
manufactured in 
sections of 15-30 
meters with flanges 
at both ends
Notice the use of 
two cranes when 
flying a tower 
section
The tower can add 
up to more than 
20% of the cost of 
the wind turbine



Tower Top Flange to Nacelle Connection
Lining up the bolt holes between the 
tower and nacelle flanges is not difficult 
with alignment tools
Flange bolts are hydraulically torqued
Some manufacturers use the inner part 
of the top flange to function as brake 
disc for the yaw brakes.



Towers sections 
arrive on site 

with the 
internal 

components 
pre-installed 

and the 
sections are 
ready for 
erection



Service Lifts

These lifts are 
designed to carry a 
maximum of 2  
technicians from the 
turbine base or the 
first platform above 
the base, to the 
platform just below 
the yaw deck



Installing the base tower section 
over the power module



Connection to                             
the Foundation



Wind Turbine 
Foundations

The foundation of the 
turbine must support 
the structure through  
high winds

Foundation



The footing is more like a "mechanical 
device" than a foundation.



In certain site conditions, it is possible to have flooding and 
extreme wind conditions simultaneously. 



Foundation Preparation can involve various 
processes depending on the soil conditions

The preparation 
process of 
dropping a 

63,000 pound 
weight from 

over 100 feet to 
compact the soil 

is called  
“Thumping”



Foundation design is based on:
the weight and configuration of the proposed turbine
the expected maximum wind speeds
the soil characteristics at the site



Wind turbine Inverted-T foundations are generally octagonal 
in shape
The diameter of the footing may vary anywhere from 50ft to 
65ft with an average depth of 4 to 10 feet
A 4 to 6 foot pedestal of 18ft to 20ft diameter is provided as 
the foundation connection to the tower base



Each foundation can have as much as 25 
tons of steel re-bar



Foundation Bolt Cage
The bolt cage (160 bolts with top and bottom plates) is placed 
on site
During extreme wind conditions, windward side of the 
tower can experience uplift. The footing must be designed 
such that the plate must not loose contact of the pedestal



And as much as 200 yards of concrete may be 
used in a wind turbine foundation



Concrete is poured and allowed to harden
After the concrete hardens, the tower shell is placed and the 
bolts are pretensioned so that the tension in the bolts is 110 kips
The bolts are not bonded to the concrete



Backfilling is done to complete the 
foundation work



Off-Shore Wind Turbine 
Foundations



Seafloor Foundations



Sway Floating Foundations

The patented SWAY® 
system: Wind turbines that 
produce power in deepwater 
locations where the average 
wind speed is higher and 
where the location of 
turbines will be less 
controversial
Designed for use in water 
depths of 80-300m within 50-
60km from the coast



What Is the Wind?
Air in motion relative to the surface of the earth



What is Wind Resource?

Wind Resource 
describes the 
amount of available 
energy contained in 
the wind in a 
specific area, state, 
or region



Wind Power Classification
Strong, frequent winds are ideal for generating electricity. An 
area's wind resource potential is expressed in wind power 
classes ranging from class 1 to class 7, with each class 
representing a range of mean wind power density or equivalent 
mean speed at specified heights above the ground.









High resolution maps provide better 
data for analysis



Collected Power is 
Proportional to the Rotor’s 

Swept Area
Large rotors collect more 
energy than do small rotors.
Double the area of the rotor 
and you double the energy 
that it can collect

Does that mean that a 20 
meter diameter rotor will 
collect twice as much 
energy a 10 meter 
diameter rotor?

By doubling the diameter of 
the rotor, the amount of 
energy it can collect is 
quadrupled 

Area = πr²
Area of a 10 meter 
rotor

78.54 m² = π5²
Area of a 20 meter 
rotor

314.16 m² = π10²



The Stream Tube

The wind turbine 
rotor must slow down 
the wind as it captures 
its kinetic energy and 
converts it into 
rotational energy. 

Since the amount of air approaching the swept rotor area must 
be the same as the amount of air leaving the rotor area, the air 
will have to occupy a larger cross sectional area on the 
leeward side of the rotor.



The Betz Limit
Albert Betz: German physicist who in 1919 determined that  
the limit of the percentage of power which can be extracted 
from an air stream moving through a  wind turbine rotor is no 
more than 16/27 (59.3%) 



Calculating the Kinetic Energy
in the Wind

Kinetic Energy is equal to 
the mass (m) of the wind 
times its velocity (V) 
divided by 2.
Kinetic Energy = ½ mV²

Mass (m) is found by 
multiplying  density (d) by 
volume.
Volume is found by 
multiplying wind speed (V) 
by the area (A) over time 
(t)

m = dAVt

Therefore:
Kinetic Energy = 

½(dAVt)V²
or Kinetic Energy = 

½dAtV³
Power (P): can be determined 
from the formula for kinetic 
energy (less time) in an air 
stream

P = ½dAV³
You must memorize these 

formulas for the next 
quiz



Relax, I’m just kidding
But this formula is very 
important    

Power = ½dAV³ 
why?
Because it tells us that 
power is a function of air 
density (d) and wind 
velocity cubed (V³)
By doubling the wind 
velocity, say 6 to 12 m/s 
available power is 
increased by a factor of 8



Wind Turbine Power Curves
The power curve of a wind turbine is a graph that indicates how 
large the electrical power output will be for the turbine at 
different wind speeds



Suzlon S88 Wind 
Turbine Efficiency
88 meter rotor, 6082m² swept area
Wind Speed = 8 m/s
Air density = 1.22 kg/m³
Wind power density = 313.32 W/m²
Wind power available in the wind stream: 

313.32 x 6082 = 1,899,530.2 Watts
Power converted:,

750,000 W/1,899,530.2 W = 39.5%
Conversion vs. Betz Limit

750,000/1,126,421.4 = 66.6%

0.75 MW



Suzlon S88 Wind Turbine 
Efficiency
88 meter rotor, 6082m² swept area
Wind Speed = 10 m/s
Air density = 1.22 kg/m³
Wind power density = 610 W/m²
Wind power available in the wind 
stream: 

610 x 6082 = 3,710,020 Watts
Power converted:,

1,410,000 W/3,710,020 W = 38.0%
Conversion vs. Betz Limit

1,410,000/2,200041.86 = 64.1%

1.41 MW



Suzlon S88 Wind Turbine 
Efficiency
88 meter rotor, 6082m² swept area
Rated Wind Speed = 14 m/s
Air density = 1.22 kg/m³
Wind power density = 2744 W/m²
Wind power available in the wind 
stream: 

2744 x 6082 = 16,689,008 Watts
Power converted:

2,100,000 W/16,689,008 W = 12.6%
Conversion vs. Betz Limit

2,100,000/8,845,174.2 = 23.7%

2.1 MW



Capacity Factor
Capacity factor is one element in measuring the productivity 
of a wind turbine
It compares the turbine’s actual production over a given 
period of time with the amount of power the turbine would 
have produced if it had run at full capacity for the same 
amount of time 
A utility power plant uses fuel, so it will normally run much 
of the time. A capacity factor of 40% to 80% is typical for 
conventional power plants
Modern utility-scale wind turbines typically operate 65% to 
90% of the time, but they often run at less than full capacity. 
Capacity factors of 25% to 40% are common



How much power could a 2.1 
Mega watt turbine produce?

Producing at capacity (2.1 MW) for one hour the machine will 
produce 2.1 MWHs or 2,100 kWh
Producing at capacity for one day the turbine will produce:
2,100 x 24 = 50,400 kWh

Producing at capacity for one month the turbine will produce:
50,400 x 30 = 1,512,000 kWh

Producing at capacity for one year the turbine will produce:
50,400 x 365 = 18,396,000 kWh



Power Purchase Agreement of $0.042 per 
kWh plus $0.021 Production Tax Credit

@ 100% Capacity Factor a 2.2 MW turbine could generate 
revenues of: 

2,100  x (.042+.021) = $132.30 per hour
50,400 x (.042+.021) = $3,175.20 per day
1,512,000 x (.042+.021) = $95,256.00 per month
18,396,000 x (.042+.021) = $1,158,948.00 per year

@ approximately 35 % Capacity Factor our turbine produces 
revenues of: 

$39.69 per hour
$1,111.32 per day
$33,339.60 per month.
$405,631.80 per year



The Production Tax Credit 
(PTC)

A 1.5-cent per kilowatt-hour production tax credit 
(PTC) for wind energy was included in the Energy 
Policy Act of 1992 
It also was intended to partially correct the existing 
tilt of the federal energy tax code, which has 
historically favored conventional energy 
technologies such as oil and coal.
It applies to electricity produced during the first 10 
years of a wind plant's operation.
The PTC is adjusted annually for inflation, and 
currently stands at 2.1 cents/kWh.





Climb Safety & Rescue



Permanent anchors are preferred

A Qualified Engineer will assess the anchor and guarantee the quality.

LARAMIE COUNTY 
COMMUNITY COLLEGE

Cheyenne  . Laramie  . Pine Bluffs

LARAMIE COUNTY 
COMMUNITY COLLEGE

Cheyenne  . Laramie  . Pine Bluffs

Anchorage 





Anchorage at shoulder
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Initial Lanyard Length

6’
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Initial Lanyard Length

Personal Energy 
Absorber Deployment

6’

3.5’



Initial Lanyard Length

Personal Energy 
Absorber Deployment

6’

3.5’



Total Required Clearance =

6’

3.5’

1’

Personal Energy 
Absorber Deployment

Initial Lanyard Length

D-ring movement



Total Required Clearance =

6’

3.5’

1’

5’Height of Worker D-ring

Personal Energy 
Absorber Deployment

Initial Lanyard Length

D-ring movement



Total Required Clearance =

6’

3.5’

1’

5’

2’

Height of Worker D-ring

Margin of Safety

Personal Energy 
Absorber Deployment

Initial Lanyard Length

D-ring movement



Total Required Clearance = 17.5 Feet

6’

3.5’

1’

5’

2’

Height of Worker D-ring

Margin of Safety

Personal Energy 
Absorber Deployment

Initial Lanyard Length

D-ring movement



Automatic ‐ Ladder Climbing Devices
Automatic systems do 
not require tension or a 
particular body position 

to work properly.

Automatic systems can 
be cable, rail, or pipe 

construction.

DevicesAutomatic
LARAMIE COUNTY 

COMMUNITY COLLEGE
Cheyenne  . Laramie  . Pine Bluffs

LARAMIE COUNTY 
COMMUNITY COLLEGE

Cheyenne  . Laramie  . Pine Bluffs



Climb Safety & Rescue



LCCC Climb Safety Lab



What is a Wind Turbine Technician?
A well trained and 
highly skilled 
individual whose job it 
is to:

Maintain
Service
Repair

Utility scale wind 
turbines
While safely working 
at heights of up to 300 
feet



Technicians must be 
knowledgeable in:
Mechanics:

Wind turbines use several 
mechanical systems to 
convert wind energy into 
electrical energy

Hydraulics:
These systems control the 
pitch of the blade

Electricity:
Understand the control 
system and how power is 
generated and connected to 
the power grid



There are Great 
Futures in Wind 
Energy
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